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The Operational Plan is an annual document which outlines actions Council will 

undertake for the financial year in accordance with the adopted budget. These 

actions directly align to Council’s five-year Corporate Plan goals and efforts. 

 

The Operational Plan provides the basis for reporting to Council on the quarterly 

progress towards achieving the Corporate Plan goals and efforts through the 

implementation of the Operational Plan.

Targets have been set for each action within the Operational Plan. Reporting on 

these targets is based on progress against time, budget-based and other applicable 

milestones as outlined in reports to Council that are linked to these various initiatives 

and may be developed through the course of the operational planning process 

from time to time. 

Each of Council’s lead accountability areas will provide performance data and 

highlights by section in relation to: 

• Service delivery; 

• Operational activities; and 

• Significant projects. 

This report for Quarter 1 is presented to Council in accordance with section 174(3) of 

the Local Government Regulation 2012 that requires the Chief Executive Officer to 

present a written assessment of the local government’s progress towards 

implementing the annual operational plan at meetings of the local government 

held at regular intervals of not more than 3 months. 
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Fiscal Responsibility/Financial Sustainability Nil 

 

Operational Budget Tracker Capital Budget Tracker 

25% Budget completed 25% Budget completed 

23% Operational Expenses V Budget 13% Capital Expenses V Budget 

40% Operational Revenue V Budget 16% Capital Revenue V Budget 
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A review of Council’s volunteer program commenced during Quarter 1 with a main focus 

on: 

• Current practices and processes; 

• Legal obligations and Council requirements; and 

• The recruitment process to become a volunteer of Council. 

Council’s Project Delivery section have a $112 million Capital Project Budget to deliver this 

financial year. Expenditure for Quarter 1 is around 16% of the Quarter 1 budget with 45% 

committed. A review of capital program phasing is being undertaken. The capital budget 

will be adjusted throughout the financial year, if required. 

Rockhampton Zoo Business Plan 

Council’s Rockhampton Zoo Business Plan is in progress with a first draft already 

completed. This draft will be reviewed by Council’s Leadership Team by the end of the 

year. 

To further support Council’s planning objectives, a workshop will be held in November 

2022 to consider the commercial opportunities for the Rockhampton Zoo with outcomes 

set to influence the final business plan. 

Sports and Recreation 

Sports and Recreation within the community remains heavily active at the completion of 

Quarter 1, a focal point being the upcoming closure of Browne Park and the flow on 

impacts to the regions Rugby Leagues programs. Council continues to work with key 

stakeholder groups to establish a contingency facility utilisation strategy to offset Browne 

Park’s closure reported to commence in November 2022. 

Calendar of Engagements 

The draft Community Engagement Framework is currently being finalised ahead of its 

presentation to Council in Quarter 2. Once presented to Council for discussion, scoping for 

a calendar of engagements will commence in Quarter 3 looking at the 12 months ahead. 

Advocacy Framework and Plan 

A report card for federal election advocacy has been developed and discussions have 

commenced to review the status of priority projects. Development of individual advocacy 

plans has begun to inform the whole of council Advocacy Plan. An updated list of 

priorities will be presented to Council for discussion and endorsement. 

Throughout Quarter 1, ongoing political advocacy continued to State and Federal 

Government, including meetings with Federal Treasurer, Assistant Minister for Regional 

Development, Minister for Regional Development and Minister for Agriculture as well as 

correspondence to State and Federal Ministers on key priorities. 
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Long Term Financial Forecast/Budget 

Council submitted the 2022-23 Long Term Financial Forecast to Queensland Treasury 

Corporation on 31 August 2022 to assist in Council’s application for the borrowings 

program for the current financial year. The Forecast included draft 2021-22 actuals which 

were unaudited and any changes that are a result of the audit will be included in an 

updated version of the Forecast. 

The September Monthly Budget Review commenced during Quarter 1; however this 

process will not be completed until Quarter 2. 

Customer Service Charter 

Council did not meet the Customer Service Charter of answering 75% of all calls within 45 

seconds for Quarter 1, with 54% of calls answered within 45 seconds. This outcome was a 

result of sub-optimal staffing levels and increased training delivered to Council officers. 

The following key issues generated a significant amount of phone traffic for Quarter 1: 

• Dog registration renewals. 

• Rates due and contacts for arrangements to pay. 

• Conclusion of the Food Organics and Garden Organics (FOGO) trial – the trial was 

subsequently extended. 

• Airport parking – closure of long term carpark for maintenance and changes to 

ground transport. 

Work Health and Safety 

The Health and Safety Strategy and 2022-23 Detailed Action Plan were approved on 19 

September 2022. Work is now underway to implement the actions as per the nominated 

timeframes. 

A review of Council’s Work Health and Safety Performance Measures Procedure was 

completed during Quarter 1 and also approved on 19 September 2022. The purpose of 

this procedure is to detail the performance measures that will be monitored and reported 

on for the relevant financial year and the associated targets and thresholds. The measures 

are aimed at evaluating the effectiveness of systems, processes and procedures 

implemented to prevent injury and disease and to assist in identifying areas of 

improvement. 
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Community Needs Nil 

 

Council is currently developing quantitative visitation measures for the Rockhampton 

Museum of Art. 

The Heritage Village is undergoing a review of staffing requirements for sustainable 

operation. 

Council is committed to continually improving its Asset Management Plans that are 

essential to the efficient delivery of the Region’s infrastructure assets and to ensure the 

effective delivery of Council services. A review of Council’s Asset Management Plans is yet 

to commence, however a condition assessment of the entire sealed road network is 

scheduled to begin in Quarter 2. 

Rockhampton Botanic Gardens and Zoo Redevelopment 

During 2021-22, Council endorsed and progressed the Rockhampton Botanic Gardens 

and Zoo Redevelopment project and completed the Designs for the Zoo Entrance/Visitor 

Hub and Gardens Playground redevelopment. During Quarter 1 of the current financial 

year, Council moved to the tender/construction phase of the Zoo’s Visitor Entry Hub 

project and the new Botanic Gardens Playground with completion forecast for the end of 

Quarter 3. 
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Levels of service and maintenance of open spaces 

Current revision activity across Parks service standards and maintenance performance 

continues to progress via a 90 Day Action Plan strategy. Upon review completion, a 

revised service standard model will be presented to Council for adoption during Quarter 3. 

An operational component to ensuring the effective delivery of service standards is the 

GIS App that is currently in development. This tool is designed to support Council’s 

workforce and delivery of parks mowing programs. The application will help govern 

Council’s outputs, workload and service intervals while providing an improved data set to 

support scheduling during peak season. 

With increased visibility of Council’s performance and service areas, the effectiveness of 

Council’s scheduling activity increases. Implementation is expected by the end of the 

year. 

Council launched the Upcycle Village program on 12 August 2022. This program is an 

innovative recycling program at the Lakes Creek Road Landfill that involves recovering 

resources from the waste stream and giving them a new life, instead of going to landfill. 

Multicultural Australia is working with Council to run a Skilling Queenslanders for Work 

(SQW) program called ‘Building Foundations’ that provides opportunities for long-term 

unemployed people to be employed in traineeships whilst developing their job readiness 

capabilities. The first cohort of 15 trainees are due to complete their certified training in 

mid-October 2022. Three trainees have already found full time employment. 

Engagement/educational activities for Quarter 1 included: 

• Ongoing management of 13 schools in the Recycling Hero Schools Program. 

• CQUniversity Youth Sustainability Summit delivering facilitated sessions to high 

school students on targeted waste action planning. 

• Six pop-up events as part of the Food Organics and Garden Organics (FOGO) Trial 

to promote a behaviour change campaign to trial participants. 
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Economic Development and Future 

Growth 

North Rockhampton Sewage Treatment 

Plant Augmentation 

Glenmore Water Treatment Plant Upgrade 

 

Advance Rockhampton is the lead economic development agency in Central 

Queensland and has responsibility for industry development, tourism, marketing and major 

events in the Rockhampton region. As the economic development unit of Council, 

Advance Rockhampton work closely with other Council units and external stakeholders to 

build liveability, visitability and investability across the Region. Items of note for Quarter 1 

are as follows: 

Industry Development 

Agriculture and Water: 

Continued work on the Sunwater partnership delivering upon the Rookwood Weir 

Landholder Support Program which is now approximately 97% complete with one final 

round of business cases yet to be delivered. 

The Making Water Work working group met during Quarter 1 with key stakeholders from 

industry, government agencies, Council and CQUniversity in attendance. 
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Resources and Construction: 

Key engagements continue on major projects both under construction and those in the 

planning process. These included the Rookwood Weir Project, the Australia-Singapore 

Military Training Initiative, the Olive Downs Project and the Alliance Maintenance, Repair 

and Overhaul Facility Project. Visits to a number of third party service providers within the 

Region were also conducted including the SMW Group, Coxons Group Australia and the 

MEM Group. 

Renewable Energy: 

Stakeholder engagement with proponents of new and proposed renewable projects 

including Mount Hopeful Wind Farm, Bouldercombe Battery, Boulder Creek Wind and 

Stanwell Battery project. During Quarter 1, construction commenced at Clarke Creek 

Wind Farm with involvement from Squadron Energy. 

A key strategy for Queenslanders and for energy providers saw the Queensland 

Government release the Queensland Energy and Jobs Plan in September 2022. This plan 

included a renewable energy target of 70% by 2032 and 80% by 2035. 

Defence: 

The Prime Minister announced in August 2022 that a full review would be undertaken with 

the Defence Strategic Review to be led by Hon. Stephen Smith and Sir Angus Houston. 

Submissions will close on 31 October 2022 with further review and announcement 

expected in Quarter 4. 

Council’s defence focus for Quarter 1 included: 

• Continuing advocacy by presenting the Central Queensland Regional 

Organisation of Councils (CQROC) submission to multiple parties. 

• Planning for the Land Forces Conference to be held in October 2022. 

• Set-up and involvement in the Defence Forces Strategic Review working group 

alongside Regional Development Australia – Central and Western Queensland 

(RDACWQ), Livingstone Shire Council and Gladstone Regional Council. 

Tourism and Marketing 

Campaigns for Quarter 1 included marketing across multiple mediums and focussed 

upon: 

• Nomads market 

• Families campaign 

• Fishing the Fitzroy 

• Business Events 

In September 2022, Rockhampton was featured in the Spring Edition of Spice Magazine 

highlighting Rockhampton as a business event destination. 

Major Events 

Quarter 1 has been busy for Council’s Events team delivering a successful Capricon event 

on 27 August 2022 and major planning activities for River Festival to be held in early 

October 2022. Early discussions have commenced for the Rocky Show’s 150th year. 

Rockynats nominations opened with a great uptake received. Council have been working 

on ticketing systems and logistics planning for Rockynats 2023. 
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A Feasibility Study is being undertaken for future burials in Rockhampton, with outcomes of 

the study on track to be presented to Council in March 2023. 

A Drainage Options Study to manage surface water at the Memorial Gardens is also 

being undertaken. 

Works to extend the Gracemere Cemetery have been underway since 2021 to not only 

increase capacity, but also improve on the amenity of the facility. During Quarter 1, this 

extension project reached practical completion. 

A Conservation Management Plan is currently being drafted for the South Rockhampton 

Cemetery to ensure all activities conducted at the site comply with relevant legislation. 

Local Government Infrastructure Plan 

Once the latest Census data and Queensland Government Statistician’s Office (QGSO) 

data are released, updates can be made to Council’s Planning Assumptions Model. 

QGSO data development and release has been delayed by the State Government. 

Treatment Plant Upgrades 

Council is working to deliver upgrades to both the Glenmore Water Treatment Plant and 

the North Rockhampton Sewage Treatment Plant. Both these projects are vital 

infrastructure projects required to support the growth of the Region. 

Consultation on the flood hazard overlay mapping for the major amendment to the 

planning scheme has closed and submissions are currently being assessed. It is anticipated 

that results will be reported to Council in Quarter 2. It is also anticipated that the proposed 

zoning amendments will be progressed in Quarter 2 and Quarter 3. 

The Food Organics and Garden Organics (FOGO) trial ended on 30 September 2022. The 

focus of this final quarter has been on: 

• Delivering a behaviour change campaign specifically aimed at increasing food 

recovery and reducing contamination; and 

• Completing the monitoring and evaluation components of the trial, including 

participant surveying, bin health checks and the final compositional audit. 

The full trial report will be presented to Council in Quarter 2. A Business Case will be 

presented to Council before the end of Quarter 4. 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) has granted authorisation 

to allow for joint procurement with Central Queensland Council’s in 2022 for a long term 

Materials Recovery Facility (MRF). Tender documents will be released in October 2022 with 

a tender close date within January 2023. 
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Advocacy to State and Federal Government has included a number of non-Council 

projects that will benefit the Region including Northern Boundary re-alignment, raising of 

Eden Bann Weir and increased Defence Presence.  
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Nil Nil 

 

Council is actively working within the Central Queensland Regional Organisation of 

Councils (CQROC) Working Group and the engaged specialist consultant, the 

Department of Environment and Science, the Department of State Development and 

Queensland Treasury Corporation on the co-design of a CQ Regional Waste 

Management Plan (Plan). Key considerations for the Plan are as follows: 

• Waste diversion and resource recovery. 

• Environmental impact. 

• Downstream economic impact. 

• Regional collaboration opportunities. 

• Cost. 

• Community impact. 

The long-term design for the Lakes Creek Road Landfill is ongoing with an anticipated 

completion date of mid 2023. Additional geotechnical investigations are about to 

commence, which will form the long-term design. 

Arrangements are currently underway to install further gas extraction infrastructure within 

Cell A1. Note that some landfill gas infrastructure is currently operating in Cell A1. 

The construction of the final landfill capping system to the majority of the closed 

Gracemere Landfill is near completion. Planning is underway to install a series of landfill 

gas extraction wells in conjunction with the completion of the final landfill capping system. 

These landfill gas extraction wells will be connected to a test flare to trial the active 

extraction and destruction of landfill gas. The success of this trial will depend on the 

quantity and quality of landfill gas found in the wells. 
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Council are also a member of a Department of Environment Science Working Group 

targeting an Education and Behaviour Change Initiative across the State. This is aimed to 

achieve a State led message and consistency in approach. 

The three yearly review of Council’s Waste Strategy 2020 – 2023 will commence shortly. 

Community consultation will form part of this review. A revised Waste Strategy will be 

presented to Council before the end of Quarter 4. 

Council published the Environmental Sustainability Strategy FY2021-22 ‘Year in Review’ 

report in July 2022 and undertook public consultation on the draft revised 'Sustainability 

Strategy (Towards 2030)’ in September 2022. 

Council successfully secured a $25,000 grant from the Queensland Reconstruction 

Authority to support the delivery of local climate resilient leadership training in 2023 via the 

Queensland Resilience and Risk Reduction Fund. 

Council actively encouraged residents to get involved in Bringing Nature Back into the 

Region via the annual Native Plant Program and National Tree Day celebrations. As part 

of the activities, Council provided local residents with around 5,000 native plants to be 

established in local yards; supported local schools and childcare centres to celebrate 

Schools National Tree Day by providing each with up to 20 native plants; and hosted a 

successful National Tree Day community planting day at Yeppen Lagoon with around 200 

participants across the three planting sessions. 

Council supported Capricornia Catchments to secure a grant from the Department of 

Environment and Science to deliver minor bush regeneration works in and around the 

nature play area at Nurim Circuit – these works commenced in September 2022. As part of 

the Skilling Queenslanders for Work program, Council supported Multicultural Australia to 

secure a major funding grant to deliver conservation and land management works at 

Yeppen Lagoon – works are scheduled to commence in February 2023. 

Council engaged with local schools students at the CQ Youth Sustainability Summit hosted 

at CQUniversity on 29 July 2022, including information stalls and support from both 

Council’s Sustainability team and Waste and Recycling team. The annual Sustainability in 

Action Competition was launched in September 2022, with applications expected to 

close on 21 October 2022. 

North Rockhampton Flood Backflow Prevention Project 

As part of Council’s North Rockhampton Flood Mitigation Project, backflow prevention 

valves are being installed on stormwater outlets on the southern side of Lakes Creek Road 

and the railway line to prevent flood water backing up into the area through the 

stormwater system. Installation of all sewerage infrastructure is now complete. 

Construction of site access roads are outstanding and have undergone recent design 

revisions. 

Emergency Action Plan for Mount Morgan No. 7 Dam 

The revised Mount Morgan No. 7 Dam Emergency Action Plan was submitted to the 

Regulator for assessment and approval on 29 September 2022. This document identifies 

emergency conditions which could endanger the integrity of the dam and the safety of 

the people downstream, and which require immediate action and prescribes procedures 

which are to be followed in the event of an emergency condition developing. 
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Effluent Re-Use Strategies 

A draft planning report has been received on the options to maximise effluent reuse from 

the North Rockhampton Sewage Treatment Plant (NRSTP). A similar report will be prepared 

for the South Rockhampton Sewage Treatment Plant (SRSTP) incorporating the 

Gracemere catchment. 

Negotiations are progressing with targeted major users of effluent from NRSTP and SRSTP to 

enter into long term agreements for the use of effluent. 
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Infrastructure Planning Mount Morgan Water Supply Pipeline 

Project 

Council are working with Alliance Airlines to deliver the new Aircraft Maintenance Repair 

and Overhaul Facility project at the Rockhampton airport. This significant project will help 

support the Region’s economy and bring long term jobs to the area. 

The Contract has been awarded for the redevelopment of the Gracemere Waste Transfer 

Station and preliminary works have commenced. Works on site are to commence from 

October 2022. The new facility is expected to be complete by the end of 2023, pending 

any delays. 

To ensure the Region’s infrastructure meets current and future needs, Council is investing in 

replacement and upgrades of existing FRW water and wastewater projects including: 

• Arthur Street Sewer Pump Station Replacement project 

• Gracemere and South Rockhampton Sewage Treatment Plant Strategy 

• New potable water pipeline from Gracemere to Mount Morgan 

A Long-Term Water Supply Strategy for Rockhampton and Gracemere is currently being 

planned with a tender brief to be compiled and released in Quarter 2. These strategies will 

highlight the infrastructure requirements to ensure continuity and quality of water supply 

from the current maximum day demand to requirements for future growth. 
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Fitzroy River Water (FRW) is required to provide a quarterly report on its performance against 

financial and non-financial performance targets as adopted in the Annual Performance Plan 

for 2022-23. 

FRW has performed well during Quarter 1 in accordance with the Performance Plan and 

delivered water and sewerage services to a very high standard. Four of the 22 Customer 

Service Standards were not met for Quarter 1, with most of these due to relatively minor 

deviations from expected performance. The majority of these non-compliances are due to 

resourcing issues being experienced and an inability to respond to reactive requests in line with 

these standards. Performance for drinking water quality remains very strong with all relevant 

legislation and guidelines met. 

Operational Budget Tracker Capital Budget Tracker 

25% Budget completed 25% Budget completed 

26% Operational Expenses V Budget 7% Capital Expenses V Budget 

37% Operational Revenue V Budget 1% Capital Revenue V Budget 

FRW’s year to date operational revenue is at 37%. Gross water consumption revenue is at 15.1% 

of budget. All Rockhampton sectors in Quarter 1 have been billed and consumption is lower in 

comparison to the same period last year. Private and recoverable works is below target due to 

completed private works yet to be realised. 

Capital expenditure is at 7% influenced by large contractor projects yet to ramp up. The areas 

of prominent activity are the North Rockhampton sewerage treatment plant and Glenmore 

Water Treatment Plant electrical and control renewal. Capital revenue is at 1% influenced by 

the receipt of developer contributions. 
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1 FRW’s Drinking Water Quality Management Plan identifies the following key water quality parameters as reference indicators for customer service purposes: physical and chemical water quality parameters – Target: >99% of all samples 
tested compliant with Australian Drinking Water Guidelines; E. coli – Target: None detected in > 98% of all samples tested. 
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The above customer service standard performance indicators have been achieved. The 

Complaints indicator has been reported as N/A as no complaints were received in Quarter 1.

FRW has performed well during Quarter 1, resourcing issues continue to have an impact on an 

ability to meet customer service standards. Water and sewerage services have been delivered 

to a very high standard with the majority of Customer Service Standards met. The ongoing 

water scarcity event in Mount Morgan continues to represent a significant concern. Council are 

now committed to progressing pipeline construction in line with the Mount Morgan Water 

Supply Security Project. 
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Rockhampton Regional Waste and Recycling (RRWR) is required to provide a quarterly report 

on its performance against financial and non-financial performance targets as adopted in the 

Annual Performance Plan for 2022-23. 

RRWR’s performance for Quarter 1 has been in accordance with the parameters outlined within 

the performance plan and those identified within Council’s 2022-23 Operational Plan. 

Some highlights for RRWR are presented below: 

The key focus areas for Quarter 1 included: 

• Delivering high-quality, safe, environmentally sound and commercially viable waste 

and recycling management facilities. 

• Undertaking an environmental review of the performance of the Lakes Creek Road 

Waste Management Facility. 

The key focus areas for Quarter 1 included: 

• Delivering safe, efficient and commercially viable waste and recycling collection 

services. 

• Finalising tender documentation for a regional long-term solution for the processing of 

co-mingled recyclables. 

The key focus areas for Quarter 1 included: 

• Closing out the Food Organics and Garden Organics (FOGO) trial, preparing trial report 

and coordinating the necessary information to complete the full business case. 

• Ongoing engagement/educational activities in accordance with the Waste Education 

Plan 2022. 

• Developing a long-term marketing and communications plan, to provide a framework 

within which a series of targeted campaigns will be deployed. 

• Contributing as a member of a Department of Environment Science Working Group 

targeting an Education and Behaviour Change Initiative across the State. 

• Actively working within a Central Queensland Regional Organisation of Councils 

(CQROC) Working Group and the engaged specialist consultant, the Department of 

Environment and Science (DES), the Department of State Development (DSD) and 

Queensland Treasury Corporation (QTC) on the co-design of a CQ Regional Waste 

Management Plan. 

The key focus areas for Quarter 1 included: 

• Finalising design details and tender documents for the next Piggy Back Cell (Cell C) at 

the Lakes Creek Road Landfill. 

• Continuing with the detailed review of the design for the vertical expansion of the Lakes 

Creek Road Landfill. 
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• Finalising the construction of the final landfill capping system to the majority of the 

closed Gracemere Landfill and planning to install a series of landfill gas extraction wells 

in conjunction with the completion of the final landfill capping system. 

• Preparing to commence on-site with the re-development of the Gracemere Waste 

Transfer Station. 

Operational Budget Tracker Capital Budget Tracker 

25% Budget completed 25% Budget completed 

21% Operational Expenses V Budget 5% Capital Expenses V Budget 

37% Operational Revenue V Budget 0% Capital Revenue V Budget 

RRWR revenue is at 37%. This result is influenced by the rating cycle. Additionally, this result is 

influenced by a change in accounting treatment for the waste levy advance payment, with a 

budget amendment to be finalised in October 2022. Expenditure is below target at 21%, mainly 

influenced by the above-mentioned change for the waste levy advance payment, with 

budget amendment to be finalised in October 2022. 

Capital expenditure is at 5% due to large contractor payments yet to ramp up. 
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All targets were reached for Quarter 1, excluding Target WCSS8 for repair or replacement bins. 

In total, 26 requests exceeded the timeframe out of 402 requests received in Quarter 1. 

This was due to unplanned staff absentees, with recent weeks being five drivers down. No 

complaints were received due to this. 

Performance throughout Quarter 1 has been of a high standard with continued vigilance to 

ensure performance is not only maintained but with an ongoing focus of continuous 

improvement. RRWR’s performance in safety has continued at a high level, however one lost 

time injury was recorded. RRWR has delivered well against operational and capital budget 

targets. 
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Rockhampton Airport is required to provide a quarterly report on its performance against 

financial and non-financial performance targets as adopted in the Annual Performance Plan 

for 2022-23. 

Rockhampton Airport has held its performance for Quarter 1. Passenger numbers have been 

solid with good return from all areas within the business. Operationally, the Airport has 

performed well for Quarter 1. 

Exercise Wallaby for 2022 started in August which will run through to early October. This will bring 

an increase in Aircraft activity for the Airport, including a number of International Charters. 

Capital works for Quarter 1 included repairs to Bay 3 and the Perimeter Road was also repaired 

with asphalt being applied. 

The Alliance Hanger Project remains on track with the apron works completed. The hanger and 

carpark works are scheduled to be completed in December 2022/January 2023. 

Operational Budget Tracker Capital Budget Tracker 

25% Budget completed 25% Budget completed 

21% Operational Expenses V Budget 49% Capital Expenses V Budget 

29% Operational Revenue V Budget 74% Capital Revenue V Budget 

Rockhampton Airport’s year to date revenue is at 29%, mainly due to the receipt of additional 

unbudgeted Regional Airports Screening Infrastructure (RASI) grant funds, with a budget 

amendment to be finalised in October 2022. Expenditure is at 21% mainly due to minimal 

contractor costs realised to date. 
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Capital expenditure is at 49% mainly due to significant progress being made with the Alliance 

Airlines maintenance facility and replacement of paid car parking equipment. Capital revenue 

is at 74%, relating to funds received for the Alliance Airlines maintenance facility. 

All targets were reached for Quarter 1, excluding the performance target for bird strikes as this 

number is higher than projected. Performance is on track for passenger numbers to achieve the 

year to date target.

Airport is holding its performance in passenger numbers and operationally. Council will continue 

to work with Airlines to ensure schedules are maintained during Quarter 2. 
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